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COUN COUNTRY: RUSSIA

SUBJ SUBJ: TAKE 2 OF 2--TV Program Summary 211900: MRT 01-350

REF REF: 1. CEP20010822000002 Moscow Russia TV RTR in Russian 1900 GMT 21 Aug 01 //bus crash in

SOUR SOURCE: Moscow Russia TV RTR in Russian 1900 GMT 21 Aug 01

TEXT TEXT:

APPROVED FOR RELEASE
DATE: JUL 2002
Argentina kills 25 people; English crop circles surprise farmers.

16. 192232 Sport.
17. 192529 Commercials.
18. 192828 Weather.

[Description of Source: Moscow Russia TV RTR in Russian -- wholly state-owned TV network that generally promotes official government policies in both domestic and foreign affairs; broadcasts reach over 93 percent of Russia's viewing audience]
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